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Abstract
Mount of Jupiter: The human being is the most evolved amongst all forms of life. Its profound intelligence has resulted in the evolution of this planet. From stone age to the present age of advanced artificial intelligence, mankind has come a long way in the past two million years. Through ages of research by our ancient seers and sages, we have acquired an inexhaustible repository of knowledge in the occult sphere. It is believed that Jupiter, the teacher of all Gods has played a pivotal role in enriching and sustaining life on our planet. Its influence is profound and covers the entire spectrum of life of the human being. It is through the impact of its rays that all life forms are vibrating at their signature frequencies. Health, wealth, prosperity, and abundance are the invaluable attributes of Jupiter. Its sheer size and magnetic field bears testimony to the pivotal role it plays in maintaining a balance in the Solar System.

The human being has always strived for a life of peace, prosperity and abundance. In palmistry, the mount of Jupiter is situated directly under the index finger. The mount which is the bulge, determines the placement of Jupiter at the time of birth. If Jupiter is in a developed or exalted state, the bulge or mount would be well defined and prominent. The Index finger would also be well formed and long. In palmistry a developed mount of Jupiter with the apex of the skin on the bulge reflects well-being, success and prosperity.

Mount of Jupiter has a bearing on the Index finger, effective lines, main lines and signs on the mount.
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1. Introduction
In pursuit of knowledge in the occult sphere, palmistry has aroused immense intrigue and curiosity. My thirst to gain mastery in the powers of divination have grown stronger with the passage of time. While my thoughts are immersed in writing a synopsis on this profound topic, ‘Influence of Mount of Jupiter on the human being’, I feel entranced by the unimaginable enormity of this celestial marvel. Jupiter has been endowed with the status of ‘Earth Dweller’ owing to its proximity and the prolific influence it wields over our planet. It would be imperative to throw light on its physical features, which took shape after the rest of the Solar System was formed 4.5 billion years ago. After the formation of the Sun, and all other planets, the residual mass comprising hydrogen and helium gas and dust was pulled in by gravity forming this Gas Giant named Jupiter some 4 billion years ago. Jupiter’s mass is twice the combined mass of all the planets. In other words, all the other planets doubled would be able to fit into Jupiter. It is the fifth planet away from the Sun, after Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, and its distance from the Sun is approximately 484 million miles.

It is believed that Jupiter protects earth and the inner planets by deflecting comets and asteroids.

Its magnetic field, being fourteen to fifty times more powerful than the earth’s magnetic field, makes its influence extremely significant with respect to Earth and other planets. Ultra-high energy rays which contain the hydrogen proton nuclei, enter the earth’s atmosphere from Jupiter and outer space. These cosmic rays are transformed into life energy or positron (antimatter) also known as vital life force/pranic energy. It is believed that these rays maintain the balance on earth. It sustains all life forms by infiltrating the vital life force energy field of every human and living being. Jupiter plays a stellar role of ‘preserver’ and its profound effects on life are transformational and vital for physical, mental and spiritual growth.
The ancient Indian texts consider Jupiter as the teacher of all Gods, and master of all the planets. Its favourable impact on the Earth and its inhabitants during this turbulent period would have a mellowing effect ushering in peace, brotherhood and harmony among the human race across the planet.

The world at large is in a state of fear, economic instability and emotional distress. Regions across the world are waging wars against each other, and the possibility of a world war is never ruled out. In the present context it is pertinent to underscore India’s role in the United Nations to broker peace between Russia and Ukraine, who have been in the throes of a high intensity conflict for over a year. The world is currently transiting through a very unstable period in its history and therefore the study of palmistry and research on the mount of Jupiter holds great significance and is the need of the present age. During these challenging times, we look up to the higher energies and the mighty celestial bodies that have been controlling and influencing life on the planet since the beginning of creation. Study of the palm encapsulates every sphere of mankind’s existence. With adequate knowledge and extended research one can unravel future events which forever torment the human mind.

2. Significance of mount of Jupiter
Mount of Jupiter on the palm of man is the powerhouse of energy. It is situated at the base of index finger (Tharjini). Among the seven types of human beings, the Jupiterian is the first type, leader of the race. If mount of Jupiter is developed and is more prominent among all other mounts, with the apex centrally located, directly under the index finger, and its colour is pink or red, and finger is long and strong, it denotes that Jupiter is supreme in the native’s hand, and he falls in the first type category, leader of the race. His commanding demeanor and intense love for status and high positions in society can render leanings towards politics, the armed forces, and civil services where he would excel and gain prominence in society. Religion and spirituality, also being one of Jupiter’s strong attributes, could make the native the religious head in his society. There are several auspicious and inauspicious signs and symbols which leave their good and bad marks on the mount. With a robust Jupiter mount complimented by a long, straight, and clear headline would empower the native with high grade intelligence, memory, and concentration. The ingredients crucial to excelling in the spheres of politics, teaching, research, & development, civil and business administration, philosophy, spirituality, and other allied streams. When the mount is very weak and flat it is inauspicious. The native may have the intelligence to make plans, but due to lack of confidence, determination and will power, the plans are never implemented. Jupiter is the energy source which plans, executes, and propels you into action. Too many lines travelling up to the mount is not auspicious as it is a sign of over ambition. With too many ideas the energies get scattered, and the native fails to execute the plans.

2.1 Significance of Jupiter’s Index Finger
The index finger is governed by Jupiter, with its mount situated at the base of the finger.

- **Long Upright Index finger**
  When the Mount of Jupiter is strong and the index finger is long and straight, it enhances the auspicious qualities of Jupiter. The native is endowed with great management skills, leadership qualities, forcefulness, execution of work and ambition. However, the native will not be successful working as a subordinate, under the control of others.

- **Long Index Finger Leaning Towards Saturn’s Mid finger**
  When the Index finger is long and leans towards the Mid Finger of Saturn then a person performs every task with great enthusiasm. They can control people working under them with great alacrity and can have work done by them with ease. They are optimistic and deep thinkers, assertive, and have
sufficient energy to lead a good life of happiness, success, and prosperity.

- **Index Finger Bent Towards Thumb**
  However, they do embrace very sincere behavior. If the index finger is bent towards the thumb, they display very simple behaviour. They prefer to be with their family.

- **Long Index finger on Weak Jupiter Mount**
  However, on the flip side, if the Mount is weak, but the Index finger is long and upright, the native will still achieve success with his management skills determination, and leadership qualities.

- **Short Index finger on Weak Jupiter Mount**
  In the case of a weak mount and a short Index finger, the native’s life will be rendered insufficient. His life will be full of obstacles and hardships, but he will be a good worker, who will perform his duties willingly without resistance. He will have a meek nature and will work under his superiors obediently, performing his duties diligently. Such natives remain stagnant and live a mundane life. The Jupiter mount and the Index finger are very pivotal, and if all the mounts are developed except Jupiter, then they may have all the ideas and plans, but will lack the power of execution due to a weak Jupiter.

3. History of Palmistry
Mankind has been singled out as the only one gifted with profound intelligence, divine knowledge, and spiritual wisdom. To be cognizant of the creator, and the purpose of life exists only within the bounds of the discriminatory mind of the human being.

In the esoteric realm, palmistry enjoys a formidable place in the faculty of Occult subjects. When the placement of planets are strong or in exaltation, the mount of that planet on the hand of the native will be raised and well defined. Study of elements of the hand, its shape, size, texture, mounts, signs, etc., will divulge the desired results, which I have enumerated in greater detail in the latter part of this chapter. In view of the vastness and depth of Palmistry, the hand of the human being is popularly known as “the mirror to the mind”. Ancient palm reading, among astrology, astronomy, mathematics and others is one of the oldest traditions, which were studied and researched by Saints and Seers in ancient India. Legend has it that Lord Brahma gifted the science of palmistry to Saint Samudra and its teachings are found in the Upanishads, the Mahabharata, and the Puranas.

5. Ascertainment exact position of the mount
We shall describe the method of correctly identifying with minute observation, their actual position. By casually working on the bulge of mounts, one can find the real position of the mount.

Skin contours and nodal points on mounts (*Y* ‘symbol-known as Apex)
You need a magnifying glass to view the minute details. The Nodal Points and *Y* symbol on mounts are visible clearly under a magnifying glass. On seeing the contours and mountain peaks, one would find in the structure of skin the *Y* symbol formed by the skin cells. The *Y* symbol or nodal point need not be at the top point (apex) of the mountain peak. A palmist is supposed to know the real centre of the mounts. The cells design carved out a triangle junction in the central point of the mountain area. It is not necessary that the nodal point- *Y* triangle symbol will be seen on the fleshy high point of the mount. Amateurs with insufficient knowledge take the
bulging part /high point as the Nodal point - Y triangle symbol. But this is wrong. The nodal point is the central point Y triangle symbol formed by the cell design. This exercise has to be done very minutely with precision as the findings will define the true attributes and symptoms of the Mount. Ideally the nodal point should be in the centre of the mount. If it is at the peak /apex, it will enhance the qualities of the Mount. If it is below the centre, the qualities will be weakened. If the same centre point/nodal point is towards the other mount, then it will adopt qualities of that mount, as a result, its own qualities will be weakened, and the qualities of the adjoining mount will become strong.

The nine physical and two shadow planets have their fixed positions on the palm: Mount of Jupiter is represented by the index finger (Tharjini), and the mount is situated at the base of the finger.

Jupiter is the signifier of leadership qualities, ambition & determination, knowledge, education, wisdom.

When the Jupiter mount is strong it would impact the main lines like life line, head line and fate line with positive results Jupiter is related to intelligence, ambition, forcefulness, and energy. With a robust Jupiter mount complimented by a long, straight, and clear headline would empower the native with high grade intelligence, memory, and concentration. The ingredients crucial to success in the spheres of politics, teaching, research, civil and business administration, philosophy, spirituality. Jupiter’s all-enshrining powers have a positive impact on every facet of the mind, body and soul. In its optimum strength it can endow the native with stellar qualities making him a versatile genius. When the Mount is overdeveloped and the index finger is unusually long, can be very detrimental and renders dictatorial, autocratic and a tyrannical tendency. The fine attributes of religion and spirituality are lost, and religious interests are only superficial for outward show. Over indulgence in eating can be harmful to health and well-being.

5. Plan of work and methodology
The data for research was collected from various levels such as skilled/unskilled workers / farmers/ homemakers/professionals etc. / married / unmarried people comprising online Palmistry, friends, relations, neighbours and their connections from Chandigarh, Haryana, Punjab, Delhi and UP.

It was conducted by discussions and feedback using a questionnaire:
- Gender & Age, Education, Profession, Marital Status, Children.
- Studying the hand samples collected for analysis, to understand the influence of Jupiter in their lives.
- Inferences made and conclusions derived thereof.

6. Following details on the palm were checked and discussed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Palm Check description points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>Type of Palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>Mount of Jupiter - Elevation, &amp; position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>Significance of signs on the Mount.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)</td>
<td>Index finger &amp; Phalanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e)</td>
<td>Jupiter’s influence on main lines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Reference of Palms

**Observations**

7) Type of Palm: Active Hand Character Analysis: (Fire element)
The person is a married young business man. His palm is rectangular, soft and Pink. The fingers are straight and rounded at the tips but shorter than the palm. He is creative and his mental sphere dominates his social and physical sphere. He has a calm and stable disposition.

8) Mount of Jupiter-elevation, position & significance of signs on the mount
Elevation of the mount is weak and in its Undeveloped state. The apex of the skin contours seems to be in its appropriate place, but its effects are poor due to a weak Mount. Solomon's ring is clear in the Jupiter area. This is an auspicious sign, and he may gain spiritual wisdom and healing powers after middle age.

9) Index Finger & Phalanges
The Index finger is long and leans towards the Mid finger. It crosses Mid finger’s first phalange. He will have the ability to manage his retail business. He is dedicated, and carries out his duties with enthusiasm due to a strong Index finger. The Phalanges are uniform making him balanced.

10) Jupiter’s influence on main lines
The Heart line is deep and clear with downward branches. The line terminates under the mount of Saturn, with a long branch dipping down to meet the Head line. He will be serious and disciplined, however, he will face emotional setbacks due to being let down by close relatives. His Head line and life line are joined together up to the age of approximately twenty years. This denotes a long period of dependency on the family. His Head line is short which makes him a loyal and hard working person.

The Life line runs with a gentle curve ending with a fork in the ketu area.

His fate line emerges from the mid Moon area and reaches the heart line. He has a creative bent of mind, and will succeed in his retail business of fancy electronic consumer items. He will be lucky due to the presence of the fish symbols touching his Fate line and life line.

Negative effects
A line cutting the marriage line is present on the marriage line which foretells troubles in the marriage in the future.

Conclusion
The Marriage line has a vertical line cutting it. Some marital discord may take place. A symptom of weak Jupiter placement.
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